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DETUNING-DEPENDENT NARROWINGOF MOLLOW TRIPLET LINES OF DRIVEN QUANTUM DOTSA. P. Saiko a*, R. Fedaruk b**, S. A. Markevih aaSienti�-Pratial Materials Researh Centre, National Aademy of Sienes of Belarus220072, Minsk, BelarusbInstitute of Physis, University of Szzein70-451, Szzein, PolandReeived August 27, 2013We study the two-time orrelation funtion and the resonane �uoresene spetrum of a semiondutor quan-tum dot exited by a strong o�-resonant laser pulse. The obtained analyti expressions exhibit a spei�detuning-dependent damping of Rabi osillations of the dressed quantum dot as well as a detuning-dependentwidth of Mollow triplet lines. In the absene of pure dephasing, the entral peak of the triplet is broadened uponinreasing detuning, but the blue- and red-side peaks are narrowed. We demonstrate that the pure dephasingproesses an invert these dependenes. A rossover between the regimes of detuning-dependent narrowingand broadening of the side and entral peaks is identi�ed. The predited e�ets are onsistent with reentexperimental results and numerial alulations.DOI: 10.7868/S0044451014040168Emission properties of driven semiondutor quan-tum dots (QDs) have attrated muh interest reentlydue to their potential appliations in the �elds ofphotonis and quantum information tehnology [1�3℄.Semiondutor QDs provide an atomlike light�matterinteration demonstrating typial quantum dynamialfeatures of isolated natural atoms. In partiular, arti-�ial atoms suh as QDs exited by a strong resonantontinuous-wave optial �eld exhibit a resonane �uo-resene spetrum ontaining three peaks, known as theMollow triplet [4℄. Under pulsed resonant exitation intime-resolved experiments, QDs undergo the Rabi os-illations [5; 6℄. In the dressed-atom approah [7℄, thesee�ets are understood as resulting from the quantumtransitions in the total oupled system of the atom anddriving photons. In ontrast with natural atoms, QDsinterat with their solid-state environment in a moreompliated manner. There is a variety of loss meha-nisms for quantum dots [5℄. The damping of the Rabiosillations as well as the width of the Mollow tripletlines an be used for identifying these mehanisms. Oneof the main onsequenes of the solid-state harater*E-mail: saiko�ifttp.bas-net.by**E-mail: fedaruk�wmf.univ.szzein.pl

of QDs is a spei� dephasing aused by oupling toaousti phonons. A well-known signature of phononoupling is revealed in an exitation-indued dephas-ing with a rate proportional to the square of the ef-fetive Rabi frequeny. Experimental evidene of theexitation-indued dephasing e�ets was reently ob-served as osillation damping in pulsed photourrentmeasurements on a resonantly driven QD [5℄. The ef-fet of the exitation-indued dephasing has also beenobserved as the Mollow triplet sideband broadening un-der resonant ontinuous-wave exitation of a single QDin a miroavity [1℄. In that paper, the phenomenon ofthe spetral Mollow sideband narrowing depending onthe laser-exitation detuning from the bare emitter res-onane was also demonstrated, but that e�et had tobe left open for further theoretial analysis. Previousnumerial studies using the polaron master equationapproah with avity oupling did not reveal the nar-rowing e�et [8℄. Reently, it has been shown that arossover between the regimes of detuning-dependentsideband narrowing and broadening an be qualita-tively understood from a theoretial model based onthe polaron ME without inlusion of the QD�avityoupling [3℄. Numerial alulations presented in [9℄have also shown that for o�-resonant driving, narrow-ing in the spetral sideband width an our under er-747



A. P. Saiko, R. Fedaruk, S. A. Markevih ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 4, 2014tain onditions. In [10℄, it was shown that the deayrate of the Rabi osillations in QDs an derease as thedetuning inreases.In this paper, we analytially alulate the two-time orrelation funtion and resonane �uoresenespetrum of a semiondutor QD exited by an o�-resonant laser pulse taking the exiton�phonon intera-tion into aount. Our analyti results allow us to givea lear physial treatment of the detuning-dependentnarrowing and broadening of the Mollow triplet lines.We show that pure dephasing proesses radially in�u-ene the harater of these phenomena and an ausea rossover between the detuning-dependent narrowingand broadening of the triplet peaks.We model the QD as a two-level system with anenergy splitting !0 between the ground j1i and exitedj2i states (we set ~ = 1). The QD is driven by a o-herent laser �eld of a frequeny !L and is oupled to aphonon bath. The master equation for the density ma-trix � of the QD [3℄ in the Markovian approximationan be written asi���t = [H; �℄ + i��; (1)where H = �sz + 
2 (s+ + s�) (2)is the Hamiltonian of the QD in the frame rotating atthe frequeny !L, and�� = 21 + �ph2 D[s�℄�+ 12 + +ph2 D[s+℄�++ �2 D[sz℄�� dph(s+�s+ + s��s�) (3)is the relaxation superoperator. Here, s�;z are om-ponents of the pseudospin operator, desribing theQD state and satisfying the ommutation relations[s+; s�℄ = 2sz and [sz; s�℄ = �s�, � = !0 � !L, 
 == 
0 exp [�W (T )=2℄, where 
0 is the bare Rabi fre-queny that desribes the oherent exiton pumpingfrom the laser �eld, and exp[�W (T )℄ is the Debye�Wal-ler fator, whih takes the e�et of aousti phonons onthe oherent laser�QD interation into aount and de-pends on the bath temperature T and the eletron�pho-non oupling. This fator desribes the so-alled elastiproesses in whih the momentum reeived by the QDfrom the exiting photon is transmitted to the wholerystal without emission or absorption of a phonon. Inaddition, D[O℄� = 2O�O+ � O+O� � �O+O, 21 and12 are the rates of photon radiative proesses from theexited state j2i of the QD to its ground state j1i and

vie versa, the �ph proess orresponds to enhaned ra-diative deay, while the +ph proess represents the in-oherent exitation aused by the exiton�phonon in-teration (nonelasti photon�QD sattering proessesare realized through multiphonon transitions), dph isthe ross-dephasing rate indued by phonons, and � isthe dephasing rate introdued phenomenologially. Asis shown in Ref. [3℄, the relaxation rate ph = �ph++phweakly depends on � in the detuning range onsideredbelow and an be approximated as ph = k
2, where kis a oe�ient. For su�iently large driven strengths,
 � dph, the ross-dephasing term in Eq. (3) an benegleted. This term rapidly osillates in the intera-tion representation with Hamiltonian (2) and gives onlyorretions of the seond and higher orders in dph=
.After the anonial transformation �1 = u+�u,where u = exp [��(s+ � s�)=2℄, the master equation(1) is transformed intoi��1�t = [H1; �1℄ + i�1�1;H1 = u+Hu� iu+�u�t = "sz;�1 = u+�u = �#2 D[s�℄ + �"2 D[s+℄ + �'2 D[sz ℄; (4)where " = p�2 +
2,�# = 14(21 + 12 + �ph + +ph)(1 + os2 �) ++ 12(21 + �ph � 12 � +ph) os � + 14� sin2 �;�" = 14(21 + 12 + �ph + +ph)(1 + os2 �)�� 12(21 + �ph � 12 � +ph) os � + 14� sin2 �;�' = � os2 � + (21 + 12 + �ph + +ph) sin2 �;os � = �="; sin � = 
=":We obtain the relaxation superoperator in the rotat-ing wave approximation (RWA). In this ase, beause�#;�";�' � " for the strong laser�QD interation, thenondiagonal terms that ontain the produts of spinoperator pairs (s�; sz), (s+; s+), and (s�; s�) are ne-gleted in the struture of the operator. The analo-gous form of the relaxation superoperator was obtainedin [11�13℄ in desribing lasing and ampli�ation e�etsin superonduting qubits.The solution of Eq. (4) an be written as�1(t) = exp [(�iL1 +�1)t℄ �1(0): (5)748



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 4, 2014 Detuning-dependent narrowing : : :The superoperator L1 ats in aordane with the ruleL1X = [H1; X ℄. The density matrix �(t) in the labora-tory frame is given by�(t) = u1�1(t)u+1 ; (6)where �1(t) is de�ned by Eq. (4) and �1(0) = u+1 �(0)u1.Moreover, if the QD is in the ground state, then�(0) = 1=2� sz and we have�1(0) = 12 + 12(s+ + s�) sin � � sz os �:The following relations an be veri�ed by diret alu-lation:exp [(�iL1 +�1)t℄ s� = exp [(�i"� �?)t℄ s�;exp [(�iL1 +�1)t℄ sz = exp(��kt)sz ;exp [(�iL1 +�1)t℄ a == �1 + 2�0 �1� exp(��kt)� sz	 a; (7)where a = onst,�0 = ��# � �"�k == �21 + �ph � 12 � +ph�k os �;�k = �# + �" = ~k + �~? � ~k� sin2 �;�? = 12(�#+�"+�') = ~?�12 �~?�~k� sin2 �;~k = k + ph; ~? = ? + ph2 ;k = 12 + 21; ? = 12(12 + 21 + �);ph = �ph + +ph:
(8)

Using Eqs. (4)�(8), we obtain the density matrix inthe laboratory frame�lab(t) = 12 + 14 f[sin �(os � + 1) �� exp (�i(!L + ")t� �?t) + sin �(os � � 1)�� exp (�i(!L � ")t� �?t)℄ s+ +H..	��12 sin � �os � exp(��kt)+�#��"�k �1� exp(��kt)���� �s+ exp(�i!Lt)+H..��� exp(��?t) sin2 � os "t ++ os � �os � exp(��kt) + �# � �"�k �� �1� exp(��kt)� �� sz : (9)

We now �nd the two-time orrelation funtiong(1)(t) = hs�(t)s+(0)i = hs�(t)is+(0)�(0) == 12 sin2 � exp(�i!Lt� �kt) + 14(1 + os �)2 �� exp [�i("+ !L)t� �?t℄ + 14(1� os �)2 �� exp [�i("� !L)t� �?t℄ (10)and the spetral density of the emitted radiationS(!) = 1� Re 1Z0 dt ei!ths�(t)s+(0)i == 12� " �k sin2 ��2k + (! � !L)2 + �?(1 + os �)2=2�2? + (! � "� !L)2 ++ �?(1� os �)2=2�2? + (! + "� !L)2 � : (11)It follows from Eqs. (8) and (10) that the respetivedeay rates of the osillations at the side (!L � ") andentral (!L) frequenies are�? = 12(k+ph+�)+14(k+ph��) 
2�2+
2 ;�k = k + ph � 12(k + ph � �) 
2�2 +
2 : (12)Aording to Eq. (11), the full width at half maximum(FWHM) of the side and entral lines of the Mollowtriplet are respetively equal to 2�? and 2�k.We onlude from Eqs. (8) and (12) that the ratesof the transverse ~? and longitudinal ~k relaxations de-termine the harater of the detuning dependenes ofthe deay rates for osillations at the side (!L� ") andentral (!L) frequenies. If ~? > ~k, for a �xed drivenstrength, the funtion sin2 � = 
2=(�2+
2) dereaseswith the inreasing detuning �, whih results in in-reasing the deay rate �? of the side osillations. Atthe same time, the deay rate �k of the entral osil-lation dereases. If ~? < ~k, the deay rate �? of theside osillations dereases with the inreasing detun-ing, while the deay rate �k of the entral osillationinreases. Obviously, the narrowing of the Mollow side-bands with inreasing detuning an be realized withoutthe exiton�phonon interation (see Eq. (12)). In thatase (ph = 0), the ondition ? < k must be ful�lled.This inequality an be realized when the ontributionof pure dephasing proesses to the linewidth is smallerthan the natural linewidth. We note that at ~? = ~k(or ? = k for ph = 0), the linewidths of the side-bands as well as the entral peak do not depend ondetuning.749
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Fig. 1. (a and ) The two-time orrelation funtions and (b and d) the QD emission spetra for di�erent values of thelaser�QD detuning at a �xed 
=2� = 5:5 GHz. The parameters employed are k = 0:2 GHz, ph = 0:12 GHz, (a and b)for � = 0, ( and d) for � = 0:94 GHz
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ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 4, 2014 Detuning-dependent narrowing : : :Thus, in the absene of pure dephasing, the narrow-ing of the Mollow sidebands with the inreasing laser�QD detuning is realized. Pure dephasing proesses anbring about a rossover between the narrowing andbroadening regimes. If phonon�QD interations do notresult in pure dephasing proesses and the relaxationrate ph = k
2 is onstant in the onsidered detuningrange, then phonon�QD interations do not in�uenethe detuning dependene and only hange the ondi-tion of the rossover, � = k + ph. Cross-relaxationproesses are usually too weak to hange this behaviornotieably.Figure 1 displays the two-time orrelation funtionsand the QD emission spetra versus the laser�QD de-tuning at a �xed driven strength for two dephasingrates. The orrelation funtions are shown in the rotat-ing frame and represent the Rabi osillations. The o�-resonant laser exitation modi�es the intensity and thelinewidth of eah peak in the Mollow triplet di�erently.Moreover, the pure dephasing strongly in�uenes themodi�ation. Figures 1a and 1b display the emissionproperties in the absene of pure dephasing. At � = 0,the entral peak undergoes broadening and dereasingof its intensity with the inreasing laser detuning. Byontrast, we observe narrowing of the sidebands anddi�erent hanges in intensities for the red and blue side-bands. With the inreasing positive (negative) detun-ing, the amplitude of the blue sideband inreases (de-reases), whereas the amplitude of the red sideband de-reases (inreases). Our results demonstrate a system-ati narrowing of the Mollow sidebands and a broad-ening of the entral peak with the inreasing laser de-tuning. As we an infer from Figs. 1 and 1d, puredephasing proesses invert these dependenes.In Fig. 2, we plot the dependenes of the ampli-tudes of the side and entral peaks on the laser de-tuning for the spetra presented in Fig. 1. Figure 3depits the FWHM values of these spetral lines. Wean see that the sideband narrowing and the entral-peak broadening our when � < k+ph. By ontrast,for � > k + ph, the strong pure dephasing results inthe broadening of the sidebands and narrowing of theentral peak under o�-resonant exitation. Moreover,at � = k + ph, Fig. 3 shows a rossover between thenarrowing and broadening regimes. In that ase, theFWHM values of all peaks of the Mollow triplet areequal and do not depend on detuning.In Fig. 4, we ompare our analyti desription withthe experimental results for sideband broadening withthe inreasing laser�QD detuning [3℄. The parametersused are the same as in Ref. [3℄ exept that the ross-dephasing term is negleted and the value of � is larger
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Fig. 2. The amplitudes of the blue (dot line), red(dashed line), and entral (solid line) peaks of theMollow triplet versus the laser�QD detuning at a �xed
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 withthe inreasing value of � as well as the avity e�etsshould be taken into aount [1℄. The 
-reduing anstrongly intensify the sideband narrowing e�et withthe inreasing laser�QD detuning.In the model used, the strong laser �eld drastiallymodi�es the eigenstates of a two-level QD, resulting inthe additional splitting of their energy levels. Beausethe splitting is muh smaller than the energy di�er-ene between the bare states, the appearane of low-frequeny transitions (at the Rabi frequeny) in thedressed QD enables the e�etive interation betweenthe QD and phonon exitations of environment. Thepartiipation of phonons in the elasti proesses of theQD�photon interations only renormalizes the onstantof the exition�photon interation. On the other hand,partiipating in the nonelasti proesses, phonons pro-vide an additional hannel of energeti and phase re-
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ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 4, 2014 Detuning-dependent narrowing : : :laxations. Due to the spei� interation between theQD dressed states and phonons, the relaxation ratesare haraterized by the quadrati dependene on thedriving strength. The high-�eld limit used means thatthe Rabi frequeny is muh larger than the relaxationrates of the QD. Therefore, the non-RWA terms in therelaxation operator in the representation of the bareand dressed QD states an be negleted. That fat al-lows obtaining the approximate analytial expressionsfor the time-resolved resonane �uoresene and thespetrum of sattering emission. The obtained simpleexpliit expressions show that the dressing of the QDstates by the strong driven �eld mixes the relaxationrates. For example, the phase relaxation of the dressedstates turns out to depend on both the phase and en-ergeti relaxations of the bare QD. The degree of suhmixing depends on the exiton�photon interation andthe laser�QD detuning.One should note that we demonstrate the detuning-dependent sideband narrowing without avity oupling.Moreover, this e�et is not spei� only for QDs and itan be observed for any two-level system when dephas-ing proesses do not signi�antly broaden the naturalline.In onlusion, we have analytially desribedthe time-resolved and spetral features of photonemission from a QD exited by an o�-resonant laserpulse. We have shown that pure dephasing pro-esses in�uene radially the detuning-dependentdamping of the Rabi osillations of the dressed QDas well as the width of the Mollow triplet lines.At weak pure dephasing, the entral peak of thetriplet is broadened with the inreasing detuning,but the blue and red side peaks are narrowed. Forstronger pure dephasing, the rossover between thenarrowing and broadening regimes is realized. We havefound a good agreement between our approximate ana-
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